The worst nightmare of a parent becomes a brutal reality for Valerie and Jonathan: the disappearance of their 12-year-old son Eliot, who is autistic. The Missing Persons Unit instantly sets off an Amber Alert. Every minute counts to bring Eliot back home safe and sound. Members of the Missing Persons Unit question the family, revealing intimate details about their past and the circumstances that triggered the tragedy.

A twist-filled crime drama portraying both a family’s misfortune and the emotional ties that bind them. The poignant storyline brings together the experiences of tough days with moments of brightness and hope. The skillful way in which the story of the police investigation, the history of the patchwork family, and the events around the kidnapping itself are interwoven makes this high-quality series as gripping as a family drama and exciting as a thriller.

When he sets out to investigate the suspicious death of a fellow journalist, Boris Berkowitz’ dogged pursuit of the truth sets off a chain of events that ultimately leaves him on his own, fighting a faceless criminal network involved in illegal weapon dealing, prostitution and drug trafficking. Based on true events.

When a plane crashes in the Alps, the sole survivor is a little baby girl. Two families, one rich, one poor, claim the child. When the detective hired to find the truth finally uncovers the secret that changes everything, he is murdered. The miracle child, now a university student, sets off on her own mysterious mission...

Rosa’s new case takes her to a remote village in the Bernese Jura, where a gruesome triple murder has shocked the community to its core. Was this an account being settled amongst drug traffickers? Or has the case got something to do with an old secret involving the highly respected local Mulliger clan?
TURBULENT SKIES
VLIEGENDE HOLLANDERS
Series | 8 x 50’ | Drama | Topkapı Series, Avrotros/NPO1 | DUTCH (OV), ENG ST

As the founders of Dutch aviation, idealist Albert Plesman and opportunity Anthony Fokker, are inextricably bound together. They cannot live with each other or without. Nevertheless, during the Interwar Period when the world is heading towards a new war, they join forces to set up civil aviation in the Netherlands.

This adventure drama series aims to join the ranks of state-of-the-art drama, so popular with audiences today. It depicts a historical setting with dynamic camera work, cutting-edge visual effects and high-end art direction. The epic story portrays the feud fought between Albert Plesman (director of KLM) and Anthony Fokker (famous pilot and aircraft manufacturer) during 1919 and 1939.

THE MASTER BUTCHER
DER CLUB DER SINGENDEN METZGER
Event Mini-Series | 2 x 90’ or 4 x 45’ | Drama | MOOVIE, Constantin Film/ARD Degeto, SWR | GER (OV), ES DUB, ENG ST

After WW I, butcher Fidelis Waldvogel finds a new life with his wife and child in Argus, North Dakota, founding a singing club to sing away the home blues. The club becomes the epicenter of the local emigré community. But then disaster strikes...

The Master Butcher is a many-faceted portrait of a generation of German emigrés, based on the worldwide bestseller “The Master Butchers Singing Club” by American author Louise Erdrich.

1989 – A SPY STORY
WENDEZEIT
Event TV Movie | 120’ | Spy Thriller | MOOVIE/rbb for ARD Degeto | GER (OV), ES DUB, IT DUB, ENG ST, FR ST

Saskia Starke is a double agent, working for the CIA and for the East German Stasi. When the Berlin Wall comes down, her carefully constructed double identity threatens to fall apart around her. She wants to stick to her life in the West, loosing her children and her beloved husband is no option for her. But will she be able to hide her Stasi past?

A historical spy thriller about false identities, the loss of utopian ideals and the unsolved riddle of the missing Rosenholz files. Based on real events.

A STORY OF DEPARTURE AND RETURN, DEVOTION AND LOYALTY, LOVE AND RESPONSIBILITY, LOSS AND PAIN

WHEN THE BERLIN WALL FALLS, HER LIFE STARTS FALLING APART...
A GOOD YEAR
EEN GOED JAAR
Series | 8 x 45 min | Crime/Drama | Mockingbird Productions/medialaan VTM, RTL, Videalnd | DUTCH (OV), ENG ST

As Erik is unable to pay the inheritance tax for the country house of his deceased great-aunt, he solicits the help of small time criminal Lenny to break into the house and steal everything of value. By accident, they discover a hidden cellar in which Erik’s great-uncle, a resistance leader, kept his supplies and some bottles of a 1937 Château Rysler. Local legend has it that in 1940, Hitler had his HQ, known as Hitler’s Shelter, in nearby Brüly-de-Pesche to oversee the invasion of France. While downing one of the bottles the well-olied men cook up an idea: Hitler’s Shelter + the stuff in the cellar = a way to make money. Their new business idea soon comes to life with the help of canny art historian Judith and erratic Rosy, the well networked daughter of Antwerp crime lord Michel.

STREETS OF BERLIN
Series | 9 x 90’ | Crime | rbb, Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

Berlin is sexy, deadly and dangerous. The German capital is not only a party mecca, it’s tops in crime and murder, as well. Inspectors Nina Rubin and Robert Karow are big-city homicide cops and an uneven duo. Their murder cases lead them behind the scenes of glamorous Berlin.

MODERN MURDER
Series | 9 x 90’ | Crime | W&b TV, MDR, Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

A pair of female detectives with their fingers on the pulse of crime, who are as different and unpredictable as the cases they solve. The tension between the two women, who stems from their different backgrounds and investigative styles, drives the cases forward and pushes them to their limits – privately and professionally.
MOUNTAIN MURDERS
WATZMANN ERMITTELT
Series | 16 x 48’ | Crime | Luckybird Pictures/ARD for Das Erste, BR | GER (OV), ENG ST

The entertaining criminal cases of a mismatched pair of detectives in a picturesque idyl: when charismatic Jerry Paulsen from the State Criminal Police Office in Hamburg is deployed to a small town in the Alps, conflict with the resident Chief Inspector Benedikt Beissel is all but guaranteed. Professionally and privately, as Jerry is also dating Beissel’s daughter.

NANNY ON BOARD III
DAS KINDERMÄDCHEN – MISSION KANADA
TV Movie | 90’ | Romantic Comedy | FFP New Media/ARD Degeto | GER (OV), ENG ST

After her previous jobs in Mauritius and South Africa, the latest mission facing nanny Henni takes her to Canada. She has been hired by one of the wealthiest families on Vancouver Island. But Henni wouldn’t be Henni if she didn’t see through the facade that has been erected and work out precisely where the problem lies with this wealthy family.

LIVING THE DREAM
ZIMMER MIT STALL
Movie Collection | 5 x 90’ | Dramedy | Roxy Film GmbH/ARD Degeto, Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

Air stewardess Sophie wants a fresh start. She decides to try her hand at running a guest house tucked away in a remote farm in the Alps. Standing in the way of her dream, however, is her can’t-kerous new neighbor, Barthl, a real Bavarian curmudgeon.

LOVE SUDDENLY
AUF EINMAL WAR ES LIEBE
TV Movie | 90’ | Romantic Comedy | Wüste Medien/ARD Degeto for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

Jakob is still hung up on his teenage sweetheart. When they meet again after years, he sets out to win her back. Unfortunately, she is under the mistaken impression that he is much more successful than he actually is, and so he finds himself weaving a web of white lies to prevent her from discovering the truth.

BEWARE OF THE MOM
VIELE KÜHE UND EIN SCHWARZES SCHAFF
TV Movie | 90’ | Dramedy | Krebs und Krappen Film/ARD Degeto for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

Martin lost his job - and his girlfriend. When his mother finds out, she makes up an emergency to get Martin home and help his father in the vet’s office. But back home Martin has to learn that his parents have many secrets - old and new - he wasn’t aware of.

A PERFECT FIT
ZUM GLÜCK GIBT’S SCHREINER
TV Movie | 90’ | RomCom | W&B TWARD Degeto for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST

Katharina may come from a rural village but she’s a big city girl now. Career-wise everything is going great for the young lawyer, her love life, on the other hand, needs some help. But she has some pretty strong ideas about what she wants in a man and it’s not carpenter Mike. And yet ....
THE COLLINI CASE
DER FALL COLLINI
Feature Film | 120’ | Thriller | Constantin Film Produktion | GER (OV), ENG ST, IT DUB
A murder. A murderer. No motive. Attorney Caspar Leinen seems trapped when he’s appointed by the court to defend the suspect in a spectacular murder case. But he soon starts to unearth one of the greatest legal scandals ever, stretching back to Nazi Germany... An outstanding adaption of the international bestselling novel by Ferdinand von Schirach.

THE WITCH AND THE BELIEVER
THE WITCH AND THE OTTOMAN
Feature Film | 90’ | History, Drama | Mavie Films, Studio Babelsberg, MG Action | GER (OV), ENG ST
It is the year 1699. The world is changing, but people are still living in poverty, hunger and superstition. The healer Catharina observes the brutal forced baptism of the Ottoman Tahir. When she stands up for him, she is accused of being a witch and is sentenced to be burned alive. With their destinies somehow bound together, they join forces and try to escape...

WICKED GAME
TOTENFIEBER
TV Movie | 90’ | Thriller | NFPIARD Degeto for Das Erste | GER (OV), ENG ST
When Ellen returns to Antwerp to identify her daughter’s body in pathology, her world falls apart. The same evening though, she receives a text message by her daughter, asking for her help. Soon Ellen finds herself in the clutches of a voodoo sect and gets on to the tracks of a drug conspiracy.

RATE YOUR DATE
RATE YOUR DATE
Feature Film | 100’ | RomCom | The Amazing Film Company, Seven Pictures Film GmbH | GER (OV), ENG ST
After a failed date, Teresa and Anton have a brilliant idea: a dating app in which users rate each other and are divided into categories. #RateYourDate is born and the times of bad dates are over. Together with womanizer Paul and romantic Patricia they start the app. But love does not follow any algorithm...

SUNE BEST MAN
SUNE BEST MAN
Feature Film | 90’ | Family Entertainment | Unlimited Stories AB | SV (OV), ENG ST
Sune is excited about going on a class trip, “the secret journey”, with his friend Sophie, but it turns out that it is the same date as when Sune's favourite grandpa is going to get married again. And his grandpa wants Sune to be his best man...a turbulent road trip begins.

BAYALA
BAYALA
Feature Film | 85’ | Family Entertainment | Ulysses Filmproduktion, Fabrique d’Images | ENG (OV)
As the dragons have almost disappeared from the kingdom of Bayala, the magic powers of the fairies are weakening. The fairy princesses Sera and Surah are thrilled when they discover they have the key to save the world in their hands: a dragon egg. Now the sisters must reach the dragon mountains and they embark on an adventurous journey into the unknown...
PETRONELLA APPLEWITCH
PETRONELLA APPELMUS
Series | 39 x 11’ | Animation | Akkord Film, SERU Film Produktion,
2 Minutes/ZDF | GER (OV), ENG ST

Life is never boring when your best friend is an apple witch! Barely the size of a cherry and 134 years old (but very young at heart), Petronella loves her garden and all the creatures in it. She uses all her magical powers to care for them, but her magic is... well, powerful but improvised. Luckily, there are the 9-year-old twins Leah and Louis who always find clever ways to help solve Petronella's hiccups and all the other challenges in the garden.

This magical animation series offers a world of friendship, imagination and a love of nature, full of comedy and action, lovingly produced by experienced production companies with a strong track record in extremely successful adaptations of German-language bestsellers for children, for the big and small screen alike.

THE FINEST FAIRY TALES
SECHS AUF EINEN STREICH
Series | 48 x 60’ | Family Entertainment | ARD | GER (OV), FR DUB, ENG ST (several episodes)

The best fairy tales from the Brothers Grimm and Hans Christian Andersen! The collection contains over 40 of the best and most well-known fairy tales. All your favorite characters are dusted off and brought to vibrant life as full-fledged people, starring major German talent.

A HOUSEFUL OF ANIMALS
TIERE BIS UNTERS DACH
Series | 65 x 25’ | Family Entertainment | Polyphon Südwest, Polyphon Pictures/SWR, ARD Degeto | GER (OV), ENG ST

The loveable Hansen Family is a modern Dr. Doolittle story in the Black Forest, recounting exciting stories of big and little kids' animal adventures. The young audience grows up along with our human and furry friends.

LET IT GLOW – HOW PAULINE SAVED CHRISTMAS
BEUTOLOMAUS UND DER WAHRE WEIHNACHTSMANN
Series | 24 x 15’ | WunderWerk in co-production with KiKA | GER (OV), ENG ST

When an impostor is chosen as the new Santa Claus, Santa's gift bag sets out to find the real one and beat the cheating Santal! But first he and 8-year old Pauline have to convince grumpy chimney sweep Sasha Claus it's his job to save Christmas for all the kids around the world.
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